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1718, 1972, and 2009
by Joana Galvao and Monica Palazzo
Synopsis "1718, 1972, 2009" (Trilogy)
This is a story about love and eternity through art. A painting from 1718 from a
young artist spans through time and carries a critical reflection about
friendship, love, and especially the influence of art on people's lives.
The project is a trilogy in which the stories happen in 1718, 1972, and 2009.
The first is about an artist and his pupil, who is challenged by his master to
paint a piece of his soul. Both discuss the truth around a real art piece and
love in art and life.
The next story, in 1972, brings Carlos and his boyfriend Pedro smoking pot in
Carlos’ flat and discussing the human desire of being eternal. Clarice and
Flora arrive at the apartment and join in the discussion. A painting hanging in
the wall brings the discussion on the meaning of art.
In the third story, Greg is an actor who is in a theater play about vampirism in
2009. The play raises issues on the philosophy of vampirism with irony and
criticisms of the contemporary society. When the last presentation of the
season is over, Daniel, Greg’s boyfriend, surprises him with a gift that inspires
them and reveals the connection among the three stories.
DIRECTOR’S NOTES:
This trilogy - "1718, 1972, 2009" - started with Monica's argument, set in
1718, where an apprentice has a lesson on desire, love and eternity in his
teacher´s studio. It explores the possible relationship of admiration between
two men, which goes beyond the mere physical desire between two people.
This plot has led Joana to develop other two situations, inspired by Plato’s
"The Banquet": in 1972, four friends are talking about eternity reached by
artists through their creative genius - "their children". The last story of the
trilogy is a tragicomic piece starring a vampire and his victim, bringing eternity
issues to the era of botox. In these three stories, a painting from 1718 stares
at the possibility of going through the story, arousing passions and thoughts
and crowning unions.
The visual intention of the film was to have a particular aesthetic/atmosphere
for each story: in 1718, the art direction and photography was inspired by the
paintings of Rembrandt and Caravaggio; in 1972, the atmosphere is a look
inspired by faded photographs; in 2009, the blue and red lights colouring the
theater scenes and actors' faces brings an "advertising" aesthetic for the
couple's apartment.

MAIN CAST:
1718
Kauê Telloli
Weber Fonseca
1972
Silvia Lourenço
Gabrielle Lopez
Eduardo Revi
Lucas Weglinski
2008
Fernando Fecchio
David Kawai
Luciana Silvestrini

MAIN CREW:
1718
Script: Joana Galvão
Directed by: Joana Galvão & Monica Palazzo
Director of Photography: Julia Zakia
Production Designer: Renata Rugai
Producer/Line Producer: Karina Zimmer
Sound: Ciça Hermann, Mariana Filosof, Renata Fortes
1st A.D.: Tarsila Araújo, Tiago Vaz Curvelo
Editor: Rodrigo Diaz Diaz
Sound Editor: Mariana Filosof
Music: Pedro Camacho
Painting: Ana Felipe Ferreira
Still: Bruno Zanardo
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Production Company' Filmes de AAril
DIRECTOR’S BIOGRAPAY'
MONICA PALAZZO has a degree in Bmage and Sound from the SDo Carlos
Federal EniversitF GEFSCA<H and a MasterIs in .isual Arts from EniversitF of
SDo Paulo GESPHJ Produ=tion design =redits in=lude Brazilian feature films
su=h as !"ood and Wine+ AF KoDo Batista de Andrade GBest Art Dire=tor
ALard at CinePENOO6H, ,ish Dreams, AF Qirill MiRhanoFsRF, End of the Line,
AF Gustavo SteinAerg, 6ur Life Doesn8t ,it in an 6pa"a Car+ GBest Art Dire=tor
ALard at CinePENOOTH, AF <einaldo Pinheiro, among others that are in postV
produ=tionJ SheIs also Aeen the produ=tion designer of short films su=h as A
Est<ria da ,igueira+ AF Kulia WaRia, 6verdose Digita" AF Mar=os de Brito,?ou+
Me and Aim+ AF Daniel <iAeiro GCrFstal Bear at Berlinale NOOTH, and La
Do"orosa+ AF Odilon <o=ha GBest Art Dire=tor V Lens ALard at the
ZNth Brazilian Film Festival of Miami NOOTHJ
SheIs the Lriter and dire=tor of the short film Pages of a Cir" GPDginas de
MeninaH, sele=ted for several LGB! film festivals, in=luding BnsideOut
G!orontoH, Outfest GLos AngelesH <eel Affirmation GWashington DCH, BrisAane
\ueer Film Festival NOOT, ]eLFest NOOT G]Y LGB! Film FestivalH, and
MelAorne BntIl \ueer Film Festival GALarded the Aest short filmHJ
Moni=a attended the _th Berlinale !alent Campus GBerlin Bnternational Film
Festival NOO`HJ
JOANA GALVHO studied Professional Communi=ations at Wheeling Kesuit
EniversitF GWest .irginia, ESAHJ Ba=R in Brazil, she has LorRed as a video
editor in video produ=tion =ompaniesJ
SheIs Aeen assistant editor of the renoLned editor Mauro Ali=e Geditor of
BaAen=oIs aQiss of the Spider Woman” and aCarandiru”H in the short
do=umentarF a<esistir”, AF Ca=o SouzaJ
SheIs also Aeen the produ=er of the Brazilian version of the gloAal digital film
festival \ui=RFli=R World for ZT monthsJ
She dire=ted and Lrote aE9 G LuH SJuareK, a short do=umentarF aAout elderlF
prostitutes, sele=ted for festivals su=h as <io de Kaneiro BntIl Film Festival
NOOT GALarded Best Short FilmH, \ueer LisAoa NOOT GLisAon GaF and
LesAian Film FestivalH, and Mic Brasil Film Festival of Secual DiversitF NOO`
GALarded Aest short do=umentarF film AF the *urF and Aest Brazilian short film
AF the audien=eHJ
Koana attended the 6th Berlinale !alent Campus as a s=reenLriter GBerlin
Bnternational Film Festival NOOTHJ

RONDA
by Max Julien
SYNOPSIS:
“Ronda” takes a look on a particular fantasy of straight men: their desire for
lesbian couples. The episode echoes a masterpiece of São Paulo’s cinema the movie Noite Vazia (Walter Hugo Khoury, 1964) and is also the name of a
Roger Vadim’s film (La Ronde or Circle of Love, 1964). Last but not least,
“Ronda” is the name of a famous Brazilian song about São Paulo
DIRECTOR’S NOTES:
The idea
When I heard the themes “lesbians” and “São Paulo”, I immediately thought
about Walter Hugo Khoury’s materpiece “Noite vazia”, from 1964. In the film,
two guys go out one evening in São Paulo and hire two prostitutes. One of
them tries to force a situation between the women, in a typical situation of
domination, humiliation and voyeurism.
Argument/Script
I was fascinated with the idea of paying a hommage to “Noite Vazia”. The
male characters would be more cynical and hedonists (and would not have so
many existential conflicts) these days and would be confronted with less
submissive prostitutes, ready to face the men.
After writing several drafts, I realized it would be impossible to make the film
within such a short period of time and I was very depressed. I stopped
working on the project until I accidentally saw a sexually explicit lesbian
performance in an erotic market in São Paulo. I would interview the girls, film
their performance in a nightclub and that would be my new film!
But then, as I talked more extensively with the girls and found out they were
lovers in real life, they lived together, that one of them worked as an actress in
children’s plays... The material could be explored in a feature length
documentary and I thought it would be a waste to use it in a short film of 10
minutes or so.
So I decided to resume the original project, eliminate one of the male
characters and keep the focus of the narrative thread on the male
heterosexual fantasy of watching women having sex, whether they were
lesbians or not
The production
I’ve never heard of a 100% problem free production and mine was not
different. The main actor simply disapppeared days before the shooting and
sent a message telling me that he was travelling, but would be back soon. As

the same excuse went on for several weeks, I eventually decided to look for
another actor. I never thought that it would be easier to find two women willing
to have explicit sex in front of a camera than an actor to perform in this film.
They all thought it could damage their careers. When I finally found a nonprofessional actor to do the job, there was a problem with the girls schedules.
So it became impossible to shoot the performance in a nightclub as
demanded in the script or the scene in which the voyeur hires the girl for a
private performance. What’s on the screen is a set of solutions found for a
series of unexpected situations.
Editor José Motta was a key person in post-production, although he didn’t
want his name to appear on the credits. He does not only collaborated in the
edition, but it was his idea to name the film “Ronda”, instead of any title
referring to “Noite Vazia”.

MAIN CAST:
Déia Ortega
Taty Oliveira
Ricardo Degam
MAIN CREW:
Director/Screenplay: Max Julien
Production assistant: Herman Barck
Casting: Pierre Alexander, Miriam Arcuri (Eccletika Casting & Produções)
Editor: Max Julien

DIRECTOR’S BIOGRAPHY:

Max Julien is a still photographer and video producer based in São Paulo.
His mainstream work includes “Beyond Carnival” (official selection of It’s All
True – Sao Paulo Intl. Documentary Film), “Asas” (Wings; Prefeitura de São
Paulo best diversity video award.), “Anônimo Brasileiro” (Mix Brasil Film
Festival). His adult productions have won several awards from the California
adult entertainment industry and his videos have been invited to porn film
festivals in Berlin, Athens, and Lisbon.

UM OLHAR
by Joana Galvão
SYNOPSIS:
An animation about a guy who wonders on the streets and daydreams about
freeing himself from society's expectation. An unexpected encounter leads to
a new life, with nothing to hide.

DIRECTOR’S NOTES:
With no experience with animation and a new tablet at home to working on
some illustrations for fun, Joana had the idea of experimenting with motion for
the Fucking Different Sao Paulo. With this purpose in mind, Joana and her
colleague, Claudia Guay, developed an existentialist text with a melancholic
tone to an eternal gay issue, “coming out of the closet”. A photo sequence of
the characters’ actions was shot with the help of the photographer Bruno
Zanardo for being then illustrated and animated by Joana herself in an
experimental approach. Ciça Hermann was responsible for the original score
that truly captured the mood of the leading character and also provided pace
to his screaming-for-freedom desire and final action.

MAIN CAST:
Guilherme Gonzalez
André Koronfli

MAIN CREW:
Director: Joana Galvão
Screenplay: Claudia Guay, Joana Galvão
Illustrations and animation: Joana Galvão
Original Score: Ciça Hermann
Editor: Ciça Hermann
Mixing: Maira Martucci

DIRECTOR’S BIOGRAPHY:

JOANA GALVÃO studied Professional Communications at Wheeling Jesuit
University (West Virginia, USA). Back in Brazil, she has worked as a video
editor in video production companies.
She’s been assistant editor of the renowned editor Mauro Alice (editor of
Babenco’s “Kiss of the Spider Woman” and “Carandiru”) in the short
documentary “Resistir”, by Caco Souza.
She’s also been the producer of the Brazilian version of the global digital film
festival QuickFlick World for 18 months.
She directed and wrote “69 – Luz Square”, a short documentary about elderly
prostitutes, selected for festivals such as Rio de Janeiro Int’l Film Festival
2008 (Awarded Best Short Film), Queer Lisboa 2008 (Lisbon Gay and
Lesbian Film Festival), and Mix Brasil Film Festival of Sexual Diversity 2007
(Awarded best short documentary film by the jury and best Brazilian short film
by the audience).
Joana attended the 6th Berlinale Talent Campus as a screenwriter (Berlin
International Film Festival 2008).

HAPPILY EVER AFTER
by Ricky Mastro

SINOPSYS:
Real life, love, and passion knock at your door - this is the real life story of Lu
and Ligia, who have been together for over 30 years.
DIRECTOR’S NOTES:
“Happily ever after” is a documentary about two women who have been
together for over 30 years. It took me one year to find the couple because, as
a gay filmmaker, I had always had this stereotype that, different than gay
men, lesbians had long term relationships.
Originally, my idea was to shoot couples from different generations, but during
the process of finding the characters for the movie I realized that my original
romantic idea was not necessarly what happened in real life. And that being
happy ever after is something that rarely happens.
Luckily, I found Lu and Ligia so that I, as a human being, can still dream of
one day finding a life partner and living happily ever after.

MAIN CAST:
In order of appearance:
Maria Ligia Pereira as herself
Lucia Lacerda as herself

MAIN CREW:
Director: Ricky Mastro
Script consultants: Daniela Capelato, Marco Dutra, Paulo Neto
Research: Lilian Bado, Rodrigo Dorado, and Ricky Mastro
Photography and camera: Felipe Chiaramonte

Producer Managers: Lilian Bado and Rodrigo Dorado
Direct Sound: Thiago Winterstein

Editing: Léo Zaia
Director´s Assistant: Lilian Bado
Produced by Ricky Mastro
Soundtrack: Ricardo Severo (Several Sounds)
Stills Felipe Chiaramonte

DIRECTOR’S BIOGRAPHY:

Ricky Mastro has a BA in Drama from the University of Washington (Seattle,
USA), and just concluded a BA in Film from the Fundação Armando Álvares
Penteado (São Paulo, Brazil). He has directed several short films including
“Five Minutes”, which was present in several film festivals around the globe,
such as Newfest (US), Festival de Santa Maria da Feira (Portugal), Festival
Mix Brasil (Brazil), Festival Internacional del Nuevo Cine Latinoamericano
(Cuba) and Melbourne Queer Film Festival (Australia). His last short film, “The
Strongest”, won the FINAL DRAFT International Promise Award at the Latino
Screenplay Competition in Los Angeles (US).

CASA
by René Guerra
SYNOPSIS:
The movie moves back and forth from the love relationship to the occupation
of space inside and outside two girls.

CAST:
Daniella Saba
Maíra Mesquita

MAIN CREW:
Director: René Guerra
Assistant Director: Camila Gutierrez
Cinematography: Juliana Vasconcelos
Production Designer: Viviane Kiritani
Producers: Renata Cavalcanti, Daniel Tonacci
Editing: Michael Wharman

DIRECTOR’S BIOGRAPHY:

Luiz René Guerra a screenwriter and a film and theater director. His
experience began in theater, where he directed several plays in the last ten
years, transitioning to television, as the image director of the TV Series
“Identidade Cultural / Cultural Identity” (SEBRAE – Alagoas, 2005) and as a
screenwriter for the show “Tudo o Que é Sólido Pode Derreter / Everything
That is Solid May Melt” (TV Cultura, 2008).
His debut as a film director came in 2004 with the film “Dois / Two” (16mm,
05min.), in 2005 he wrote the screenplay for the short film “Mundo Pequeno /
Small World”. He also worked as an actor’s director in the short films “Uns
Braços / Some Arms” (dir. Jean Ewert, 2006, 15 min.); “O Tronco / The Trunk”
(dir. Bruno Carmelo, 2005, 03 min.) and “Alfinetes e Agulhas / Pins and
Needles” (dir. Fernanda Soares, 2003, min.). In video, he directed “O Ser
Cuidado / The Watched Being” (2002, 08 min.); “Caixa D’água / Water Tower”

(2003, 05 min.); “Quase Tudo Sobre Quase Nada / Almost Everything About
Almost Nothing” (2003, 20 min.); and “Meias / Socks” (2005, 08 min.)
He attended Talent Campus in 2006, where he worked on the development of
fiction and documentary projects regarding characters that are marginalized
by society, as shown in his first 35mm short film “Os Sapatos de Aristeu / The
Shoes of Aristeu” (2008), winner of several awards such as the Revelation
Prize in São Paulo International Short Film Festival and Best Film, the Grand
Prize at Rio de Janeiro International Short Film Festival – Academy Awardqualifying award - and the Best film at 15th Regensburg Short Film Week.
“The Shoes of Aristeu” is the Brazilian entry for Best Short Film at the
Academy Awards 2009.

UNDER THE SKIN
by Silvia Lourenço and Sabrina Greve

SINOPS.S:
Under the Skin is a film portrayal of Miguel, a young man living with HIV.

DIRECTOR’S NOTES:
Since the 1980s, when Aids was considered to be a “gay plague”, it has been
a major issue for the gay community and HIV has transformed the way we all
experience our sexuality. Nevertheless, the theme had not been addressed in
previous stories told in the FUCKING DIFFERENT project. That’s why I’ve
chosen the topic for my episode, in which I portray Miguel, a 27 year old gay
man who talks about what life can be like after being diagnosed HIV-positive.

MAIN CAST:
Miguel Dias as himself

MAIN CREW:
Director: Silvia Lourenço
Co-director: Sabrina Greve
Screenplay: Silvia Lourenço
Producer: Carla Comino
Director of photography: Marcelo Barillari
Second camera: Marcelo Lima
Film editor: Daniel Weber
Sound: Felipe Chiaromonte
Original score: Laura Finocchiaro
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DYKELA'D
by $ustavo Vinagre
SY'*PSIS:
Four young lesbians from São Paulo are preparing the release of their first
feminist :dyke rock> album, called :Dykeland>.
DI.ECT*.’S '*TES:
The short film is an attempt to capture the DID punk essence of a band of four
São PauloEs lesbians F Bonsai Hitties. Iith a very low budget, the short film
incorporates the DID essence in its own language, as the filmmaker is still an
apprentice.

MAI' CAST:
Dree Bonsai as herself
Deh Bonsai as herself
Kulia Bonsai as herself
Cintia Bonsai herself

MAI' C.EW:
Director: $ustavo Vinagre
CoFdirector: Maria Kulia Bottai
Camera: Bruno Bralfperr
Oditors: Maria Kulia Bottai, Patricia Davanzzo

DI.ECT*.’S BI*G.APHY:

$ustavo Vinagre is a poet with a degree in Portuguese and Brazilian
Literature from the Rniversity of São Paulo. He is currently studying at the
Oscuela Internacional de Cine de San Antonio de los BaUos, in Cuba. In
addition to :Dykeland>, heEs directed the experimental short film :Pérolas>, the
short documentary :Asepsia>, about a small Cuban village, and the recently
completed :Huevos de Lana>.
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DE#S D& IMP&SSI*EL
by $uciana $emos
S,-&PSIS:
./eus do Imposs3vel6 is a documentary about a gay church in ;<o Paulo,
?rasil, in which issues of faith and sexuality are addressed.

DI/E01&/’S -&1ES:
I first thought about doing this documentary when a friend of mine who’s a
Eournalist decided to write a story on faith and homossexuality.
Prior to my first visit to the church, I thought I would find a group of gay
men that used religion as an excuse to meet and have fun. This
assumption disappeared after my first conversation with Pastor Cristiano.
Right from the outset, I realized that ICM was a church like any other
church: they pray, preach, read the bible... I admit I was afraid to poke
fun at peopleCs beliefs and, all my preconceived ideas were
overthrowned: it was a church composed of gay men, and those were gay
men who go to church, want to get married, are monogamous, rarely go
to nightclubs. It was fantastic and frightening. How could those people
believe in something from which they were excludedE Was that faith or a
supplication to be accepted and forgivenE
While editing we tried to find a way of conveying to the audience through the
images and interviews the same feeling of awe we had when we were
shooting

MAI- 0/EW:
/irector: $uciana $emos
;creenplay: $uciana $emos
Hssistant /irector: Maysa Martins
Jilming: Kunae Hndreazza
Mditing: Patricia /avanzzo
Post production: Kunae Hdreazza
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FUCKING DIFFERENT SAO PAULO
produced, kurated and edited by
Kristian Petersen
PRODUCER'S BIOGRAPHY
Kristian Petersen received his Diploma and Master of fine arts at
HBK Braunschweig, Germany (Prof. Birgit Hein, Film and Prof.
Marina Abramovic, Performance).
Since 1992 soundrecordist in different TV and Filmproductions,
since 1995 d.o.p in different TV, Film and music video
productions(worked with film makers like Ela Troyano, Bruce
LaBruce, Jürgen Brüning, Emiliy Juvet)
Since 2002 teaching Visual Anthropology at the Freie Universität
Berlin and Documentary Film at the “Berliner Filmschule”.
He is also the producer of „Fucking different Berlin“ „Fucking
different New York“ and „Fucking different Tel Aviv“ being shown
on different film festivals all over the world.
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